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RICHARD V. CAMPAGNA*

Video and Satellite Transmission Piracy
in Latin America: A Survey of Problems,
Legal Strategies and Remedies
1. Introduction
The mid-1970s marked the beginning of a technological boom in motion
picture and television programming not seen since the early days of both
these industries. I Primarily responsible for this surge was the introduction
of the video cassette recorder (VCR) for use by the general public and
advances made in the area of program-carrying satellite transmissions
(satellite transmission) technology. 2 As a result, a marked increase in
revenues and the potential for still further growth in these revenues for
motion picture and television companies, related manufacturers, advertising companies and other interested industries, has occurred. 3 Coexisting with this new technology, however, is the presence of video piracy
and satellite transmission theft, both of which have been growing at an
5
alarming rate 4 and causing substantial revenue losses.
*Attorney, New York City; formerly Latin American Counsel for the Motion Picture
Association of America. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Peter Lopez for his
research assistance.
The views expressed in this article are not necessarily those of any organization with
which the author is or has been associated.
1. See CBS, Inc., Trade Barriers to U.S. Motion Picture and Television, Prerecorded
Entertainment, Publishing and Advertising Industries 10 (September 1984) [hereinafter cited
as CBS Report].
2. Id.
3. Id.
4. See Greenspan, Filn and Video Piracy, INT'L MEDIA L. 2 (1983).
5. Due to the nature of video piracy and satellite transmission theft, reliable figures as
to the cost and extent of offenses are inherently difficult to ascertain. Losses to the motion
picture industry have been estimated at over $700 million worldwide in 1983. The estimate
for 1985 is $2 billion. See id.
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Although video piracy is a complex problem encompassing a variety
of discrete offenses against copyright owners, 6 this article primarily focuses on the problem of unauthorized fixation of a film or television
program to a videocassette, from either a film master, another cassette
or from a television or cable transmission. It also discusses the problem
of unauthorized performance of works embodied on cassettes, whether
the cassette is pirated or authorized, by way of television, cable or closedcircuit transmission. Satellite transmission theft within the scope of this
article refers to the theft of television signals disseminated by transmitters
located in the United States or from satellites, and retransmitted, without
permission, by television, cable and closed-circuit establishments in another country.
II. The Latin American Market
Latin America poses special problems in the area of video piracy and
satellite transmission theft. The rate of video piracy is very high, in some
areas as high as one hundred percent. 7 This is primarily due to: (a) a lack
of legitimately established markets as a matter of business choice by
motion picture companies; (b) the lack of adequate and effective intellectual property protection within a country if a market is sought; (c) the
presence of restrictive trade practices and foreign investment barriers;
(d) the existence of procedural and evidentiary problems in the courts for
those seeking civil or criminal remedies; or (e) the perception by the
public, government and judiciary that video piracy is not an injury or a
sufficiently serious injury against the rights of a copyright owner. Substantially the same problems also exist for those injured by satellite transmission theft when seeking remedies in Latin American countries. 8
This article is a survey of the problems in Latin America that exist for
film and television program copyright owners in the area of video piracy
and for broadcasting organizations in the area of satellite transmission
theft. Legal remedies will also be examined from the standpoint of treaties
and conventions, the local laws of a country, and existing United States
6. These offenses include the "borrowing" or theft of film prints and masters for duplication purposes, duplication of prerecorded tapes, counterfeiting of labels to confuse the
consumer as to the origin of a cassette, taping of broadcasts for unlawful commercial
purposes, unauthorized exhibition and performance of copyrighted product in entertainment
outlets (hotels, discos, etc.) and parallel importing of legitimate product into a yet to be
licensed region. See id.
7. For example, Brazil. See Crossen, The Brazilian Approach to Contemporary Legal
Problems: The Home Video Market, 2 TrNN. B.A.J. COPYRIGHT, ENTERTAINMIENT &
SPORTS L. 3, 122 (December 1983).

8. Remarks by Richard V. Campagna, Latin American Anti-Piracy Counsel of the Motion
Picture Association of America (MPAA), April 1985 (unpublished).
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federal trade laws. Treaties, conventions and local laws will be viewed
not only within the context of copyright law, but also in the area of
neighboring rights (an area of author's rights peculiar to civil law countries), trademark and unfair competition, and penal statutes. A sampling
of the laws of seven Latin American countries is presented: Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela. These countries represent centers of substantial video and/or satellite transmission
activity, either because of the country's revenue importance or the amount
of pirate activity, or both. 9 Bolivia will be surveyed as an example of the
problem of video piracy in a country whose copyright law is silent as to
protection of foreign works and whose government's traditional policy
on video piracy is at best, "unclear." 10 The objective of this survey is to
suggest methods for effectively combating the problem of video piracy
and satellite transmission theft in Latin America.
Ill. Treaties and Their Effect on Piracy
A.

APPLICABLE TREATIES

In an effort to secure international protection in the areas of copyright,
satellite transmission, trademark and unfair competition, a number of
treaties and conventions have been adopted to which the United States
is party (i.e., bound through ratification). As to those pertaining to the
Latin American countries sampled, they include the Universal Copyright
Convention of 1955 and 1971 (UCC), The Buenos Aires Convention on
Literary and Artistic Copyright of 1910 (BAC), the Convention Relating
to the Distribution of Program-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite
of 1974 and the Inter-American Trademark and Commercial Protection
Conventions of 1910, 1923 and 1929. 1
The Universal Copyright Convention of 1955 and 1971 (UCC)-All of
12
the sampled countries, except Bolivia, have ratified this Convention.
The UCC grants copyright protection to literary, artistic, musical and
13
cinematographic works and grants a minimum term of copyright life.

9. See generally Report by Steven Solot, MPAA Latin American Operations Director,
to Richard Campagna, July 5, 1984 (unpublished, hereinafter cited as Solot Report).
10. See Solot Report, id. at 5 (unpublished).
II. UCC was ratified by the United States in 1966 and 1974, 12 U.N.T.S. 132 and 35
U.S.T. 1341; BAC ratified in 1911, T.S. 593; Satellite Convention ratified Mar. I, 1985, InterAmerican Convention 1929 ratified February 27, 1931, T.S. 833.
12. There is evidence, however, that although not a signatory, Bolivia has adopted the
convention of 1955 into its law. See Decree Statutes 6286 of November 30, 1962, in C. W.
URQUIDI,

A STATEMENT OF THE

LAWS OF BOLIVIA IN

MATTERS AFFECTING

BUSINESS

354

(1974).
13. Arts. I and IV, UCC, supra note II.
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Among the basic rights of the author are the exclusive right of reproduction, public performance and broadcasting. Although videograms, i.e.,
works embodied on videocassettes, are not explicitly mentioned, they are
within the scope of protection. 14 However, the lack of language dealing
with the assimilation of a cinematographic work into a videogram has
been interpreted to allow member states to decide whether an assimilated
form, such as a videocassette, is protected. As a result, reliance for video
cassette protection must be achieved in the copyright laws of the individual
countries. 1 5 A prime benefit of the UCC is the provision that dispenses
with registration formalities as a condition of copyright protection, 16 which
is of significant evidentiary advantage in an action for infringement. In an
enforcement sense, this is the single most important provision of this
Convention.
The Buenos Aires Convention on Literary and Artistic Copyright of
1910 (BAC)-Venezuela is the only country sampled that is not a signatory
to this Convention. It is an early landmark agreement dispensing with
registration formalities as a condition of protection. Its enactment predates the advent of cinematographic works and, as such, those works are
not covered in theBAC. 17 Since it has not as yet been revised, its advantage in combating video piracy and satellite transmission theft is
questionable. 18
The Convention Relating to the Distribution of Program-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite of 1974 (The Brussels Satellite Convention,
hereinafter "Satellite Convention")-Enacted as a response to the growing problem of unauthorized interception and distribution of programcarrying satellite signals, the Satellite Convention obligates a signatory
country to prevent this mode of piracy on, or from within, its territory.
Mexico and Panama are the only sampled countries which are parties.
Despite the paucity of signatories worldwide to this convention, its impact
is significant in the context of Latin America in that a major portion of
reported incidents of satellite transmission theft has occurred in these two
countries. 19
The Inter-American Trademark and Commercial Protection Conventions (The Inter-American Convention)-This series of three conventions
was adopted in 1910 in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1923 in Santiago,
Chile, and in 1929 in Washington, D.C. Adherence by a signatory to a
14. Id. at Art. 1.

15. See Crossen, note 35, supra note 7.
16. Art. 111, UCC, supra note II.
17. See art. 2, BAC, supra note 1i.

18. This factor may be significant in Bolivia, which, notwithstanding supra note 12, is a
party to the BAC but not the UCC.
19. See Solot Report, supra note 9, Panama at 2 and Mexico at 6.
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later Convention causes a prior Convention to lose effect. All countries
sampled are parties to the 1929 Convention except Argentina, which adheres to the 1923 Convention. Both Conventions oblige the recognition
of a registered trademark belonging to a national of any of the signatory
states at the time it is registered with the Inter-American Bureau and
require the signatory states to protect such trademarks through domestic
legislation, assuming that the trademark complies with the qualifications
of the conventions. 20 In addition, the 1929 Convention obligates a sigof
natory state to protect nationals of other signatoiy states from acts
2
unfair competition and trade name infringement within its territory. '
B.

EFFECT OF CONVENTIONS

In all cases, the treaties mentioned require parties to enact or be able
to enact legislation to deal with problems of copyright, satellite signal, or
trademark and unfair competition violations. However, it is in the area
of legislation that the range and quality of protection to owners of intellectual property is determined. In a few countries protection is inadequate.
In others, the protection may be adequate but legislation may be vague
as to protection of videograms or re-transmitted signals after interception.
Finally, the remedy at law for the injured owner may be adequate, but as
a matter of judicial procedure or application of damages, the protection
sought may prove to be difficult to attain.
IV. The Effect of Municipal Law
on Piracy: A Statutory Survey

In reviewing the range of remedies available to intellectual property
owners in actions for copyright infringement, unauthorized satellite transmission interception or trademark and unfair competition violation, an
examination of the laws of each of the Latin American countries chosen
is necessary. Below is a survey of the laws of each country dealing with
these areas, followed by a statement of market and legal peculiarities
which may affect access to remedies 22 and enforcement thereof.
20. Art. 1, Inter-American Convention 1923, T.S. 751 and art. 11, Inter-American Convention 1929, supra note II.
21. Art. 14 and 20, Inter-American Convention in 1929, supra note 11.
22. It must be stressed that this survey is not intended to be fully encompassing in its
scope. It has been compiled based on currently available writings and statutes. Given the
rapid pace at which video and transmission technology has progressed, the laws, as stated
in this paper, may already have been revised. For authority as to the market and legal
peculiarities section which appears after the statutory survey of each country, please see
unless otherwise indicated, the Solot Report, supra note 9, under the appropriate country's
section.
SUMMER 1986
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A.

ARGENTINA

Copyright Law-The relevant law is Law No. 11,723 on Copyright of September
28, 1933, as amended up to June 25, 1976.23 Argentina is signatory to the Universal

Copyright Convention. 24 Failure to register a work results in the suspension of
the rights of the author until such registration is accomplished without prejudice
to the rights of the author as to protection prior to such registration. 25 Works
published in foreign countries are protected by statute so long as fulfillment of
the formalities of registration in the country in which publication took place is
must also, as a condition of Argentine proproven. The country of registration
26
tection, recognize copyright.
Copyright to the work includes the right to present, perform or display the work
in public. 27 Under the copyright law a public presentation or performance includes
radio broadcasting, motion picture exhibition, television, or any other method of
mechanical reproduction of any literary or artistic work. 28 Amendments and regulatory decrees have clarified further the definition of a public presentation or
performance as one which is performed, whatever its purpose may be, in any
place which is not exclusively a family residence, or even in such residence, if
the presentation or performance is projected or disseminated to the outside. 29 The
Penal Code provides for fine and imprisonment3°of up to six years for anyone who
in any way infringes an established copyright.
Transmission Law-There are no provisions pertaining to broadcasting organizations. 31 However, language in the copyright statute as to public presentation
or performance has been interpreted to include the right to transmit by way of
airwaves. 32 Therefore, it may be argued that an interception that has been retransmitted infringes on the rights of the copyright owner. It follows that an
interception which is stored on a recording format such as a videocassette in a
location that is not a family residence and is later transmitted also 33infringes on
the copyright owner's right of public presentation and performance.
Unfair Competition and Trademark Law-Argentina has no formal unfair com-

petition statute. The law, in various provisions of the civil and commercial code,
indirectly deals with topics usually included under unfair competition, without

23.

WORLD

INTELLECTUAL

PROPERTY ORGANIZATION,

COPYRIGHT

SURVEY (1981)

(here-

inafter cited as Copyright Survey), Argentina, Sec. I.
24. Supra note I1.
25. Art. 63, see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Argentina, Sec. 2. See also M. SANGUINETTI, A STATEMENT OF THE LAWS OF ARGENTINA IN MATTERS AFFECTING BUSINESS
202 (1975).
26. Arts. 13 and 14, see Copyright Survey, supra note 25, Argentina, Section 13.
27. Art. 2, id. Section 4. See also Sanguinetti, sapra note 25, at 198.
28. Art. 36, Copyright Survey, supra note 25, Argentina, Section 4.
29. Sanguinetti, supra note 25, at 198.
30. Id.at 199.
31. Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Argentina, Section 9.
32. Sanguinetti, supra note 25, at 198.
33. It is not clear, however, as to what constitutes a family residence for purposes of
copyright statute. It can be argued, as was done in an unnamed Caribbean island, that a
hotel, hospital, rest home, etc., are family residences. See statement of Walter Josiah,
General Counsel, MPAA, World Intellectual Property Organization Forum on Piracy of
Broadcasts and of the Printed Word (1983), paper PF/II/S/26, at 5. No information has been
found to indicate that Argentina supports this premise.
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any systematic conception. 34 Among punishable acts of unfair competition are
malicious diversion of customers, 35 misleading statements about one's business,
goods or their place of origin. 36 fraudulent statements as to the origin of goods
use of titles, 38 and passing off another's goods
in registered trademarks, 37 unlawful
39
as one's own and vice versa.
As a rule, foreign trademarks must be duly registered in Argentina to afford
legal protection against infringers and to entitle holders to oppose registration of
identical or confusingly similar trademarks. Nonetheless, courts have recognized
rights arising from foreign trademarks not registered in Argentina, wherever it
has been conclusively proved that the potential third party registrant or user was
acting in bad faith and with the purpose of taking advantage of the trademark in
4
Argentina against the holder. The law looks to bad faith as the deciding factor. 0
Acts of unfair competition mentioned above carry penalties ranging from fines to
imprisonment. 4 1 In addition, absence of criminal liability does not exempt the
infringer from civil liability in tort. 42 Damage comprises not only the harm actually
suffered but also the profits from which the injured was deprived by the unlawful
act, and which the Civil Code designates as "damages and injuries." 43 As an
mainevidentiary advantage, the production of books, documents and papers,
44
tenance of which is required by law, is obligatory for all merchants.
Market and Legal Characteristics-

Population:
Television receivers:
Videocassette recorders:

29 million
5.8 million
80,000

Due to a relatively low VCR population (although it is growing rapidly in view
of the new economic plan), Argentina is presently considered a secondary home
video market in Latin America. However, due to its high standard of living, its
relatively large population and its high level of cultural participation, Argentina
could soon develop into a primary market. There is no domestic production of
either VCR's or videocassettes (prerecorded or blank). This could change and
there are now various locally licensed video cassette distributors. As a result, a
high percentage of sale/rental outlets dealing in video product in Buenos Aires
have now been converted from pirate outlets into legitimate retailers. There exist
two cable transmission firms in Buenos Aires, Argentina's cosmopolitan capital,
with approximately 14,000 subscribers; they operate under appropriate local licenses and international copyright licenses.
Currently, copyright organizations are being created to combat video piracy by
way of direct judicial actions (in which the plaintiffs are the copyright owners or

34. H. L. PINNER, ARGENTINA WORLID UNFAIR COMPETITION LAW 965 (1965)
volumes).
35. Criminal Code, art. 159, see PINNER, sitpra note 34 at 602.
36. Id. at Law 11.275 on Identification of Merchandise, art. I.
37. Law 3975 on Trademarks, art. 48, no. 7, id.
38. Criminal Code, art. 247, id.
39. Law 11.275 on Identification of Merchandise, art. I, id. at 570.

(two

40. See SANGUINETTI, supra note 25, at 196.
41. See PINNER, supra note 34, at 602.

42. Civil Code, arts. I166-1069. 1102, and 1103, see PINNER, supra note 34 at 777.
43. Civil Code, art. 1069. see PINNER, supra note 34 at 777.
44. Commercial Code, arts. 58, 59. and 68-74, see SANGUINETtI, supra note 25, at 196.
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their local licensees) or indirectly, through the intervention of government agencies
such as fiscal authorities and customs officials. Due to its distance from the United
States, satellite transmission interception is not a current problem. Efforts by
copyright organizations to educate judges as to the details of video piracy is of
primary importance. Progress by way of the courts has been slow but steady for
the copyright holders, and video piracy in Argentina is now considered to be
below 50 percent, one of the lowest rates in Latin America.
B. BOLIVIA

Copyright Law-The Constitution and Civil Code of Bolivia do not contain
45
specific provisions as to copyright or to the protection of intellectual property.
46
Protection is provided by the Copyright Statute. The law is silent as to the
protection of foreign works and has been interpreted to mean that foreign works
are not protected. 47 However, the copyright law requires registration as a condition
of protection.4948 The period allowed for registration is one year after publication
of the work.
Rights of the copyright owner include the right of publication and performance,
duplication, and radiotelephonic transmissions. 5 0 Infringers of copyright are liable
for the forfeiture of illegally published works, together with a sum equal to the
value of any illegitimate copies sold. If the number of illegally published copies
is unknown, the infringer must pay a value equal to the value of five hundred
cinematographic works or videograms are within
copies. 51 It is not clear whether
52
the scope of the Penal Code.
Transmission Law-Bolivia's position as to the protection of the transmissions
of broadcasting organizations is not clear. In practice, copyright violations of this
sort are rampant in La Paz, Bolivia's capital city.
Unfair Competition and Trademark Law-As of 1974, Bolivian legislation made

no mention of unfair competition. 53 Proposals for new legislation in this area, as
well as for other aspects of copyright protection, have been submitted by a gov54
ernment commission.
Trademarks are governed by the Law of January 15, 1918. 55 Trademarks on
videocassettes are protected pursuant to article 5 of Decree Law 7255 of July 21,
1965 which amends article I of the Trademark Law and defines a trademark to
include marks or distinguishing characteristics of products of commerce, industry
56
and other activities for the purpose of differentiating them from similar products.
Registration of a name is not necessary to exercise the rights granted by law if

URQUIDI, supra note 12, at 253.
46. Copyright Statute of November 13, 1909, as amended by the law of January 15, 1945

45.

and the Law of October 30, 1965, see URQOUIDI, supra note 12.
47. See supra note 45, at 255.
48. Id.
49. Id.

50. Id. at 254.
51. Id. at 253.
52. Id.
53. Id. at 252. See also PINNER, supra note 34, at 6.
54. URQUIDI, supra note 12, at 252.
55. Id. at 249.
56. Id.
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publication requirements are met. 57 Applications for registration may be made
from a foreign country to the Ministry of Industry and Trade but only by way of
58
a legalized power of attorney. A right of action in opposition to a trademark
59
after registration of the infringing mark.
months
registration expires eighteen
The right of civil or penal action expires in the case of a trademark violation three
years after commission of the offense or from the date the holder becomes aware
of the offense. 60 Forgery of a trademark, use of a forged trademark, fraudulent
imitation of a trademark, and knowingly placing another's mark on goods or
products for sale are punishable by fine and imprisonment. The selling of such
Goods containing such
trademarks also carries penalties of fine and imprisonment.
61
unlawful trademarks can also be confiscated.
Market and Legal CharacteristicsPopulation:

Television receivers:
Videocassette recorders:

4.5 million (est.)

62

unknown
unknown (estimated 50,000)

Bolivia is not considered a major video market due to its relatively low pop-

63
Furthermore, the video
ulation which is, for the most part, rural and poor.
cassette duplication market in the country can be said to be totally unauthorized

at present due to the fact that Bolivia's stringent copyright registration requirements and vagueness as to the protection of foreign works have impeded the
interest of foreign producers in selecting Bolivian licenses. Currently, there are
64
no copyright owner organizations in Bolivia. Nevertheless, foreign copyright
copyrights in Bolivia. Although
their
to
protect
actions
owners are contemplating
a major breakthrough occurred when the Bolivian government radically altered
its economic philosophy in mid-1985, foreign copyright owners have yet to follow
up on the new Bolivian Vice President's offer to receive and support model
of copyright which would amply protect the rights of foreign
legislation in the field
65
copyright owners.
C.

BRAZIL

Copyright Law-Brazil is a party to the Universal Copyright Convention. Copyright law is embodied in Law No. 5.988 of December 14, 1973. The law protects
cinematographic works and grants exclusive rights to an author with respect to
communication to the public in any manner, by means of broadcast, by wire, or

57. Id. at 252.
58. Id. at 249.
59. "The holder of a registered trademark may oppose the granting of a new registration
that injures his rights within a period of fifty days from the date of first publication, or may
demand its voidance within six months after registration. After such period, the only recourse
is court action, before a juez de partido, within one year. Hence the right to any action
expires in eighteen months". Id. at 250-251.
60. Id. at 251.
61. Id.
62. See 4 ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITTANICA 819 (1968).
63. Id.
64. Remarks by Richard Campagna, meeting at the Council of Americas, Nov. 21, 1985,
supra note 8.
65. Law 598 of Dec. 14, 1973, Art. 29, Sec. 4.
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by performance or videogram. Works affixed to a material support (e.g., video
cassettes) cannot be publicly performed without the author's consent. 66 No one
can, without the author's permission, reproduce any type of work. 67 However,
reproduction of any work in a single copy not intended to be used for profit making
purposes is allowed. 68 This disposition of the law has encouraged video clubs to
erroneously consider themselves part of this "fair use" exception. Prior consent
of the author is required prior to exhibition of a work at any public show or
event. 69 The copyright law contains civil and administrative sanctions including
confiscation of unlawful copies and compensation in the form of statutory damages. 7 The recently amended Penal Code includes copyright violation as a federal
crime carrying penalties of fines and imprisonment. 7' The copyright law has been
72
interpreted to include extensive rights of distribution.
Transmission Law--Neighboring rights within the copyright law grant broadcasting organizations the right to authorize or to prohibit retransmission, fixation
or reproduction of their broadcasts and the communication to the public of the
transmission by television to gatherings where a fee is charged. 73 However, this
is limited by the previously mentioned restriction on copyright which allows a
single copy to be made of such productions on a not-for-profit basis.
Unfair Competition and Trademark Law--Unfair competition law is embodied
in article 178 of the Code of Industrial Property. 7 4 Brands and signs are capable
of protection under the law of unfair competition in the same manner as trademarks, even though not registered. Registration, therefore, is not compulsory.
Even though article 178 explicitly states twelve activities deemed to be unfair
competition, acts, though unforeseen by the statute, which nonetheless are aimed
at damaging another's business or reputation or at causing confusion in the market,
will give the aggrieved party the right to claim for losses and damages. 75 Penal
sanctions may be imposed on all of the activities stipulated in article 178 and
range from fines of one thousand to ten thousand cruzeiros or imprisonment from
three months to a year. 76 These minimal fines (U.S. $.20 to $1.50) require in-

66. Id. at Art. 29, Sec. 4.
67. Id. at Art. 32.
68. Art. 49, Crossen, supra note 7, at 143.
69. Article 73 requires prior consent of the author for the performance of a work at any
public show or event which is defined as:
Performances, in premises or establishments such as theatres, cinemas, dance halls and
concert halls, nightclubs, bars, clubs of all kinds, commercial and industrial premises,
sports grounds, circuses, restaurants, hotels, means of passenger transport by land, sea,
or any other place where intellectual works are performed, recited, or transmitted with
the participation of performers or by any other phono mechanical electronic or audiovisual
process.
Id. at 144.
70. Art. 122, Crossen, stipra note 7, at 135.
71. Penal Code Law No. 6.895 of Dec. 22, 1980.
72. Article 38 states that: "The acquisition of a work, or one of the instruments or objects
by means of which it is used does not confer any economic right on the party making the
acquisition." Id. at 152.
73. Art. 99, see Copyright Survey, sttpra note 23, Argentina, Sec. 9.
74. Law No. 7903 of August 27, 1945, modified by Law No. 8481 of December 27, 1945,
PINNER, supra note 34, at 6.
75. Id. at 150.
76. Id. at 604.
VOL. 20, NO. 3
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creasing to be an effective deterrent for video and other pirates. This problem
(not having statutory monetary fines increase with devaluation) is, incidentally,
common to all Latin American countries.
Under the trademark provisions of the Code of Industrial Property, foreign
trademarks may be registered in Brazil and may be regarded as the equivalent of
domestic trademarks. This is conditioned on the existence of treaties or conventions between Brazil and the country of the applicant, the fact that the mark is
registered in the country of origin, and that such is filed in the National Department
of Industrial Property. 77 As in unfair competition cases, civil and penal remedies
are available under the statute.
Market and Legal CharacteristicsPopulation:
Television receivers:
Videocassette recorders:

135 million
22 million
500 million

The importation of blank videocassettes and VCR's is prohibited. All cassettes
and VCR's are either manufactured in Brazil or are contraband. Despite the
existence of a progressive copyright law which expressly protects works embodied
in videocassettes and the transmissions of broadcasting organizations, a significant
amount of videocassette piracy exists in Brazil due to recent enactments in its
trade laws and the previous inability of motion picture producing companies to
penetrate the Brazilian video market. In an early attempt to stem the high amount
of video piracy that existed in Brazil, CONCINE (National Council on Cinematography) Decision No. 9778 required that all prerecorded videocassettes marketed
in Brazil contain a numbered control sticker issued by CONCINE. That decision
effectuated considerable pressure on video piracy during 1984.
In response to criticism from domestic film interests that Brazil did not adequately protect its own film industry, CONCINE Decisions No. 98 and No. 99
were promulgated. 79 CONCINE No. 98 requires that 25 percent of the video
cassette catalogs of all Brazilian distributors must consist of Brazilian films and
that a one hour compilation of shorts must comprise 15 percent of the 25 percent
quota in terms of titles and copies. CONCINE No. 99 requires that all mastering
and duplication of videocassettes be performed in Brazil. The practical effect of
CONCINE No. 98 and No. 99 is an increase in unlawful duplication since the
Brazilian film industry's output is far smaller than those of foreign film industries,
and as such, the availability of legitimate foreign videocassettes is significantly
reduced.
In spite of internal restrictions upon the ability of foreign video producers to
penetrate the Brazilian video market legitimately, at the time of this article's
preparation at least two of the major producers and many independent producers
have done so. In conjunction with Brazil's market entry restrictions and concerted
efforts by the Brazilian Video Union (an organization of Brazilian and international
copyright owners), video piracy in Brazil has been the object of substantial re-

77. P. G.
TICE

GARLAND,

A BUSINESSMAN'S

INTRODUCrION To BRAZILIAN

LAW AND

PRAC-

126 (1966).

78. Diario Official da Uniao (hereinafter cited as Diario Official), August 29, 1983, Section

I; see Crossen, supra note 7, at 133. CONCINE No. 97 became effective October 29. 1984.
See Solot Report, supra note 9, Brazil at 3.
79. Diario Official, November 28, 1983 and November 30, 1983, respectively, see Crossen,
supra note 7, at 131.
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sistance efforts. Precedents have been set with regard to facilitating proof required
by copyright owners and concerning use of trademark infringement and contraband violations in order to protect copyrightable motion pictures. The penal system has been actively and successfully involved and declaratory judgments have
confirmed the illegality of video piracy, whether it be in clubs or shops, by lease
or by sale.
D. COLOMBIA

Copyright Law-The protection of literary and artistic works is embodied in
the Law of Copyright, No. 23, of January 28, 1982 and its regulations. 80 Protection
originates in the fact of intellectual creation. Therefore, registration is not mandatory for protection and this principle has been embodied in judicial practice. 81
Registration may be effectuated to publicize rights or to give a guarantee of
authenticity to the work. 82 Works protected include cinematographic or assimilated works, such as videograms. 83 Unless otherwise stipulated, economic rights
accrue to the producer, 84 while the director is the owner of the moral rights without
prejudice to the writer, composer or performer. 85 The economic rights granted
include the right to exploit the cinematographic work as a film, by videogram or
by way of broadcasting or any other means whatsoever of reproduction, multiplication or dissemination. 86 Limitations on copyright within the statute allow the
reproduction in one copy only for private use without gainful intent, 87 or the use
in any private residence without gainful intent. 88 This would seem to imply, however, that the producer of a film has the right of distribution in videograms since
the law gives him the right to exploit in assimilated forms. 89 In the absence of
any treaty provisions or conventions, foreigners residing abroad gain protection
of their works if the national laws of the country concerned assure Colombian
nationals of effective reciprocity. 90
TransmissionLaw-The copyright law grants neighboring rights to broadcasting
organizations. 9 1 As a result, broadcasting organizations have the right to authorize

80. See Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at Sec. I.
81. Law of Copyright, Art. 9; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at Sec. 2.
82. Law of Copyright, Art. 193; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at
Sec. 2.
83. Law of Copyright, Art. 2; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at Sec. 2.

84. Law of Copyright, Art. 98; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at
Sec. 3.
85. Law of Copyright, Art. 99; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at

Sec. 3.
86. Law of Copyright, Arts. 3, 12 and 76; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia,
at Sec. 4.
87. Law of Copyright, Art. 37; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at
Sec. 5.
88. Law of Copyright, Art. 44; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at

Sec. 5.
89. See supra notes 83 and 86.
90. Law of Copyright, Art. I1; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at Sec.
13.
91. Law of Copyright, Arts. I & 4; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia, at
Sec. 9.
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or prohibit the rebroadcasting of their broadcasts as well as their fixation and their
reproduction .92
Unfair Competition and Trademark Law--Law 31 of 1925 defined unfair com-

petition as an act of bad faith which either confuses one's goods with those of
another or tends to discredit a rival establishment. 93 Article 10 of Law 155 of 1959
broadened the definition to include any act or thing contrary to commercial good
faith which restricted trade activities. 9 4 Furthermore, Article 10 provides clari96
95
fication of various definitions in the law. Civil courts also have concurrent parties.
Penal sanctions exist for goods bearing fake or altered names, marks or distinguishing signs. 9 7 Although the government may initiate its own investigations 98
investigations may be requested by interested parties who present evidence of
99
unfair trade practices.
Market and Legal CharacteristicsPopulation:
Television receivers:
Videocassette recorders:

30 million
2.5 million
500,000

There is now a growing legitimate sale and rental market in Colombia. There
are no technical import restrictions on VCR's or blank and/or prerecorded videocassettes, although there are major difficulties in terms of actually obtaining a
license to import. As a result of these conditions coupled with a high VCR population and a large number of retail outlets (250-300, of which 40-50. are located
in Bogota), Colombia is considered a future primary video market. This also makes
it a country in which, presently, unauthorized duplication is a major concern. A
substantial amount of unauthorized product is reportedly produced and sold not
only in Bogota, but also in Cali, Medellin, Baranquilla and Cucuta. 0 0 If Colombia's growing economy is allowed to develop, free from natural disaster and
political terrorism, it could truly become a major legitimate video market.
Transmission interception and retransmission are illegal; however, many residential units and buildings contain closed-circuit cabling which transmits television, video programs and films. Absent a clear monetary charge for such service,
legal action is difficult given the copyright limitation as to households. Copyright
holders interested in protecting their rights in this potentially lucrative market are
said to be contemplating public cable systems, set up without charge in public
housing, for purposes of avoiding negative precedents.
Inasmuch as the statutes provide superb legal protection, the only legal problems
that can be said to exist in Colombia in this field are matters ofjudicial procedure.

92. Law of Copyright, Art. 177; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Colombia,
Sec. 9.
93. See PINNER, supra note 34, at 970.
94. Id.
95. Id. at 9.
96. Law 3. Law 155 confirms this provision within its own language with respect
the fact that a suit for damages may be brought in respect to damage caused by acts
unfair competition by another. See also PINNER, supra note 34.
97. Section IX, Colombian Code. Fines as well as imprisonment from six months
two years are defined within the statute. See PINNER, supra note 34, at 606.
98. Law 155, see PINNER supra note 34, at 607.
99. Supra note 98.

at

to
of
to

100. MPAA ANTI-PIRACY NEWSLETTER December 1985, 3.
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Compared to other Latin American countries, even these are not substantial.
Although criminal sanctions exist, these are difficult to enforce swiftly due to a
judicial preference not to immediately imprison offenders in such actions except
for short periods. Civil actions are advisable; however, since currently the local
copyright owners' organization (COLVIDEO) has only a handful of local licensees,
the positive legal effect of a large group of plaintiffs against a single offender is
being accomplished by having foreign copyright owners institute copyright actions
through Colombian attorneys. Plans to reinforce the organization of Colombianbased licensees and foreign copyright owners are now being implemented. An
interesting issue to be resolved in Colombia and elsewhere in Latin America is
whether or not local licensees have standing to institute copyright violation suits
and even if they do, whether they should.
E. MEXICO

Copyright Law-The copyright law protects every intellectual or artistic work
whether or not it has been registered, published or become known to the public. 101
Although there are requirements to place proper copyright notice on works, absence of notice does not result in the loss of copyright. 10 2 The author's right to
exploit his or her work includes the right of publication, reproduction and performance. 103 However, limitations on copyright allow the copying of published
works for the exclusive use of the person making the copy. 104 Given the spirit of
the copyright law, it is assumed that such use is conditioned on the user not
copying for economic gain. 105 Works originating in a state with which Mexico has
not concluded a treaty or convention are, subject to reciprocity, protected for
seven years from the date of first publication. If, after the expiration of this period,
the author registers his or her work in accordance with the copyright law, full
protection will be granted thereunder. 106 In addition to civil remedies and damages,
the law may impose penalties of fine or imprisonment for infringement or contract
violation. 107

Transmission Law-Neighboring rights within the copyright law make no provision for the protection of broadcasting organizations. 0 8 Mexico is a party to0
109
and is incorporating the convention into its laws.''
the Satellite Convention
In practice, this is easier said than done since the Mexican government may hold
that Mexican air space and anything passing through it are the national patrimony
and thereby protected by the Constitution which is hierarchically superior to any
and all treaties.
101. Arts. I & 8, Federal Law of Copyright of November 4, 1963, as amended up to
December 30, 1981. See Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Mexico, Sec. 2.
102. Art. 27, Federal Law of Copyright of November 4, 1963, as amended up to December
30, 1981.
103. Art. 18, see Copyright Survey supra note 23, Mexico, Sec. 4.

104. Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Mexico, Sec. 5.
105. See supra, note 10.

106. Art. 28, Federal Law of Copyright, Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Mexico, Section
13.

107. General Secretariat, Organization of American States, A Statement of the Laws of
Mexico 200 (1970), [hereinafter cited as Mexico Statement].
108. See id. at 197.
109. Supra note II.
110. H.

JESSEN,
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Unfair Competition and Trademark Law-Unfair competition regulation is a

function of the patent and trademark law.IIl The law provides that if registration
of a trademark in Mexico is requested within six months after such registration
was requested in a foreign country, it will be regarded as registered in Mexico on
the same date as that of the foreign registration, provided that the foreign country
grants the same or similar rights to Mexicans. 112 Registration carries with it the
exclusive right to a trademark, the right to its transfer and a prohibition against
its authorized use. 11 3 A foreign owner may act to have an infringing registered
trademark declared null and void by showing that his own trademark has been
registered in a foreign country, and provided that he prove such registration to
the Mexican authorities within six months of such registration, as well as the use
of the trademark within the six month period. In addition, other criteria exist to
hold an infringing trademark void, such as illegality, fraud or error in registration. 114 Before an action for infringement can be commenced, such action must
be declared before the Secretariat of Industry and Commerce, which decides
whether infringement has occurred. Criminal and civil actions to determine dam15
ages cannot be commenced without a final decree of infringement. 1
Market and Legal Characteristics-

Population:
Television receivers:
Videocassette recorders:

85 million
8 million (4 million in Mexico City)
I million (approximately 50%
imported contraband)

Due to its close proximity to the United States, Mexico is regarded as a key
market not only in videocassette use but also with regard to the use of transmissions from American television stations by Mexican cable television organizations.
There are approximately 350 retail outlets, many which stock unauthorized product in English and Spanish. Furthermore, a significant amount of unauthorized
product is sold through the approximately seventy "flea markets" in Mexico City
as well as through video clubs whose membership includes video outlets. These
clubs deal in unauthorized product although the legal arguments they set forth in
support of their legal defense suggest otherwise. Mexico has VCR and blank tape
manufacturing concerns within its territory mostly in border areas. A result of
this is that the importation of VCR's or blank video tape is prohibited by law.
Nonetheless, a substantial amount of contraband hardware and software enters
the country freely. There are tape duplication plants (three in Mexico City alone)
which manufacture finished prerecorded product. Televisa, a privately held communications conglomerate, now possesses over sixteen duplication licenses including ones from most of the major U.S. motion picture producers.
Transmission interception and performance violations are other key problems
in Mexico. Signals from stations in Southern California and Texas extend into
Mexico. 116 These signals have been intercepted and transmitted through cable
organizations in Mexico, as well as transmitted by hotels and other establishments

IlI. See Mexico Statement, supra note 107, at 197.
112. Art. 133, Law on Industrial Property; see Mexico Statement, supra note 107, at 197.
113. Supra note 112.
114. Art. 200, see Mexico Statement, supra note 107, at 195.
115. Mexico Statement, supra note 107, at 197.
116. See Percy, Report of the Committee on Foreign Relations, Exec. Rep. 98-52, September 27, 1984, at 2.
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by way of closed circuit television. Establishments are also known to transmit
prerecorded product through their closed circuit systems.
As a means of educating both the public and the judiciary as to anti-piracy
policies relating to video, the National Film Industry Chamber established a Video
section. Copyright owner alliances exist to litigate actions on behalf of their
members. The Motion Picture Association members, together with Televisa, their
local licensee, have already made a major dent in the pirate market. Essentially,
due to the large quantities of unauthorized product in Mexico there are still
problems in educating the judiciary as to the necessity of speedy action in infringement cases. Further aggressive litigation and government action are also
necessary to reduce the high rate of piracy. This seems to be on the way in view
of the fact that the Secretaria de Gobernacion (Ministry of the Interior) has promulgated a video registration system. Failure to comply with the mandate of
affixing a governmental seal to a title facilitates proof in a copyright infringement
action and results in a crime against the state.
F.

PANAMA

Copyright Law-Copyright law is embodied in the Administrative Code, Part
V, articles 1889 to 1966 of August 22, 1916.117 A new copyright law, much of
which has been drafted by the eminent jurist Garibaldi, is presently under consideration by the legislative branch. Registration of a work is a prerequisite to
protection. Works not registered within one year of publication fall into public
domain for a period of ten years. Thereafter the right may be recovered by the
author or his heirs by registration within one year, but said parties cannot prevent
the sale of previously published copies. 118 The law also makes no provision for
cinematographic works although such have been deemed covered in practice.119
Both these issues have been addressed for foreign works by Panama's ratification
of the Universal Copyright Convention, 20 which would eliminate registration as
a condition of protection and bring cinematographic works within the scope of
the copyright law. 121 The certificate of registration constitutes a legal presumption
of copyright 122 and therefore could be alleged to be necessary as evidence in an
infringement action. This has not been the case in practice and would clearly not
be the case under the new law.
The rights of copyright include the right of reproduction and the right of public
performance and broadcasting of cinematographic works by way of the Universal
Copyright Convention.1 23 In addition to civil remedies of damages, the law also
provides for penalties of fines up to treble damages as well as forfeiture of infringing

117. See Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Panama, Sec. 1.
118. Arts. 1906, 1907, 1912, & 1915, Administrative Code, Part V. See Copyright Survey,
supra note 23, Panama, Sec. 2.

119. Supra note 118.
120. Panama ratified the Convention revised in Paris, July 24, 1974 as Law No. 8. See

V. Garibaldi Camacho, La Pirateria de Obras en Panama, April 1984, reprinted in Solot
Report, supra note 9, Panama.
121. Art. 1913, Administrative Code, Part V. See Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Pan-

ama, Sec. 2.
122. Supra note 121.
123. Art. IV bis, Universal Copyright Convention, supra note 1I.
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copies in favor of the injured party with respect to literary infringement. 124 Since
no mention is made of cinematographic works in the law, it is not clear whether
this penalty is available to a copyright owner of such works in an infringement
action. The spirit and intent of the statute should allow this remedy, however.
Transmission Law-Neighboring rights of broadcasting organizations are not
126
125
Panama is party to the Satellite Convention.
addressed in the copyright law.
Trademark and Unfair Competition Law-There is no statute in Panama specifically governing unfair competition; however, Panama is party to the general
Inter-American Convention for Trademark and Commercial Protection and has
incorporated the provisions of the Convention in the area of unfair competition. 127
Unfair competition is defined, generally, as any act or deed that contravenes good
business faith or the normal and honorable conduct of industrial or commercial
activities. 128
Trademark legislation is contained in Chapter 1, Title VIII, Book IV, of the

Administrative Code. 12 9 Any proprietor of a trademark, including aliens, may
obtain exclusive rights by registration. 130 Since no distinction is made between
foreign and national trademark13 protection, trademarks in both categories are protected equally under the law.
Market and Legal CharacteristicsPopulation:
Television receivers
Videocassette recorders

2 million
500,000
55,000

There is no domestic production of VCRs or blank tape in Panama. There are
also no restrictions on their importation. Although its VCR population is low along
with its market size, Panama is considered an important territory due to a large
amount of unauthorized video product distribution as well as transmission interception. In addition to a significant amount of the unauthorized reproduction of
video product, intercepted signals fixed on video product are exported to other
Latin American markets and even back to the United States. Performance violation is also rampant. There exists an unauthorized and unregulated cable system
(REXSA) providing retransmission of intercepted satellite transmissions of Showtime, CNN, MTV and other programs. REXSA's continued existence is the subject of great legal, political, and moral debate in Panama at present in view of the
existing law suit against it, instituted by the motion picture producers and programmers damaged by its piracy as well as the Ministry of Communications. Law
suits against the country's major video pirates are also front page news in this
pivotal isthmus.

124. University of Panama, School of Law and Political Science, A Statement of the
Laws of Panama In Matters Affecting Business 174 (1974), [hereinafter cited as Panama
Statement].
125. Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Panama, Sec. 9.
126. Panama ratified the Brussels Satellite Convention on November 9, 1982 which is
embodied in Law 6. See Garibaldi, supra note 120.
127. Inter-American Convention, supra note II. See also Panama Statement, supra note

124, at 252.
128. See Panama Statement, supra note 124, at 252.
129. Id. at 247.

130. Id. at 248.
131. Id. at 250.
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In light of Panama's ratification of both the Universal Copyright Convention
and the Brussels Satellite Convention of 1974, the major revision of Panama's
copyright law, alluded to above, has been given a major focus. Litigation prior to
this legislation being enacted relies on the provisions of these Conventions in
tandem with current law. However, the new legislation is necessary to definitively
establish a policy as to the status of videograms. The worldwide copyright community continues to focus on developments in Panama.
G. VENEZUELA

Copyright Law-Legislation is embodied in the Law Relating to Copyright of
November 29 and December 12, 1962.132 Intellectual works are protected broadly
134
t 33
Registration and deposit of works is required.
by the mere fact of creation.
Registration constitutes prima ficie evidence of the work and the presumption 135
of
authorship is in the person named in the register, unless proven otherwise.
However, failure to deposit a work does not prejudice any rights established by
law.1 3 6 Cinematographic works and works created for broadcasting are expressly
protected.' 37 Works of foreign origin' 35 are protected in accordance with international conventions to which Venezuela is a party.
Venezuela is party to the Universal Copyright Convention. 3 9 In the absence
of an applicable convention, works of foreign authors nonetheless enjoy protection, if the state in which the author resides grants protection to Venezuelan
authors.14 t The existence of reciprocity is established by the courts or by attes4
tation of two lawyers practicing in the country concerned.' '
The right of exploitation is an economic right granted and includes the right of
performance and reproduction. 1 42 Performance includes public presentation or
exhibition, diffusion by any method of words, sounds or images, public projection
or transmission of a broadcast by loudspeaker or by television screen located in
a public place. 14 3 Reproduction consists of the material fixation of a work by any
method which permits indirect communication to the public, including mechanical
or cinematographic recording. 144
Limitations on copyright include performances given to a closed circle of persons where no charge is made for admission and reproduction of small fragments

132. See Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela, Sec. 1.
133. Copyright Law, Arts. I & 5; see Copyright Survey, sutpra note 23, Venezuela,
Sec. 2.
134. Copyright Law, Arts. 90 & 93; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela,
Sec. 2.
135. Copyright Law, Art. 91; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela, at Sec.
136. Copyright Law, Art. 94; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela. at Sec.
137. Copyright Law, Art. 17: see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela, at Sec.
138. Copyright Law, Art. 109; see Copyright Survey, sitpra note 23, Venezuela,
Sec. 2.
139. See supra note I I.
140. Copyright Law, Art. 109; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela,
Sec. 13.
141. Supra note 140.
142. Copyright Law, Arts. 23 & 29; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela,
Sec. 4.
143. Copyright Law, Art. 40; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela, at Sec.
144. Copyright Law, Art. 41; see Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela, at Sec.
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of a work for personal use. 145 It is not clear whether the copying of cinematographic works for personal use is restricted to only "small fragments" of the
whole work. In such cases, it is likely that copying the entire cinematographic
146
work for personal use with no intent of economic gain is permitted.
Transmission Law-Neighboring rights provisions of the copyright law make
47
no specific mention of broadcasting organizations. 1 Venezuela is not party to
the Satellite Convention of 1974.148
Trademark and Unfair Competition Law-Trademark law is embodied in the
Law on Industrial Property of September 2, 1955.149
Trademarks and commercial slogans are industrial property and as such are
commercial since there is the anticipation of their being used in commerce. As
an exception, any distinctive name or device in which a person has an interest
may be registered as a commercial name, even though that interest may not be
commercial. 150 Recently in Venezuela a Caracas tribunal held that copying a
videocassette with an identifying trademark does imply copyright infringement
but not trademark infringement since no mutilation or falsification of the trademark
actually occurred. This unfortunate decision was not appealed but is subject to
the contrary opinion of the Venezuelan Attorney General.
15 1
Crimes against
There are no provisions dealing with unfair competition.
industrial property and punishment are covered in the Penal Code. The Law on
52
Industrial Property also enumerates specific acts which are punishable.1 Acts
which are punishable include forgery or alteration of trademarks or names, or the
use of forged or altered trademarks or names capable of leading a purchaser to
err with respect to origin or quality if the owner of the trademark or name has
registered it.1 53 Punishable acts carry a term of imprisonment from one to twelve
months.1 54 Every conviction for a crime against industrial property includes an
for the
order for the destruction of the instruments that were used or prepared
155
commission of the offense, as well as the articles produced thereby.
Market and Legal Characteristics-

18 million (4.3 million in Caracas)
Population:
2.5 million (633,000 in Caracas)
Television receivers:
600,000 (150,000 in Caracas)
Videocassette recorders:
The importation of blank videocassettes and VCR's is strictly restricted in
Venezuela. As a result, the legitimate market in prerecorded videocassettes is
also restricted due to this limitation. Nonetheless, there are a number of authorized
distributors dealing in legitimate product, both Venezuelan and foreign. A representative organization, CAVEVI (Camera Venezolana de Videogramas), will

145. Copyright Law, Arts. 43 & 44, id.
146. See P. SILVEIRA BARRIOS, A STATEMENT OF THE LAWS OF VENEZUELA (O.A.S.,
1978).
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

Copyright Survey, supra note 23, Venezuela, Section 9.
See supra note II.
See SILVEIRA BARRIOS, supra note 146, at 206.
Id. at 204.
See PINNER, supra note 34, at 36.
See SILVEIRA BARRIOS, supra note 146, at 206.
Art. 338 of the Penal Code of Venezuela.
Art. 339 of the Penal Code of Venezuela.
Art. 105 of the Law on Industrial Property, at 207.
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soon be representing the interests of copyright owners. Performance violations
do not appear to be rampant (with the exception of closed circuit television
exhibitions in major hotels) and there are no cable or pay TV organizations in
Venezuela.
Problems of protection exist due to judicial and legal inconsistencies among the
various states of Venezuela. A sentence rendered in Caracas or Barquisimeto may
not be understood as followed in Maracaibo. Critical to a uniform policy toward
video piracy is a major litigation campaign carried on in a variety of jurisdictions
to establish precedents and thereby aid judges in determining later cases. Such a
program is currently being contemplated, through the Motion Picture Association
of America's efforts in conjunction with CAVEVI. Action is necessary due to the
significant disparity in price between a legitimate prerecorded product and its
lower priced, unauthorized counterpart.

V. General Assessment of Local Laws

As a matter of law, all of the countries sampled, with the possible
exception of Bolivia, offer adequate protection to foreign holders of copyright either through treaty or domestic legislation or both. Therefore, in
actions for unauthorized duplication of cinematographic works, as a matter of law, an injured party should prevail. Problems occur procedurally,
most commonly in proving damages and sometimes copyright. A recurring
problem is the situation in which infringement is proven but the injured
party is unable to prove his damages. Minimal damages are often accepted
by a party, especially with respect to organizations representing copyright
owners, as a means of achieving ajudgment against an infringer and setting
precedent. Statutory damages do not exist in some countries, such as
Mexico. Furthermore, extensive procedural delays due to judicial disin156
terest, contempt or bias against foreign claimants are not uncommon.
Remedies as to performance violations are also unclear. The problem
of films and programs fixed on videocassettes as well as intercepted satellite signals, both of which are carried by cable distributors to subscribers
or by establishments to their guests, has either not been addressed or is
vague in the legislation of the countries sampled, with the possible exception of Brazil and Venezuela.
Although all countries have trademark protection and most have laws
dealing with unfair competition, remedies within these areas are often
conditioned on the extent of a claimant's activity in a given country's market. Most laws require active participation in the market to claim violations
in these areas. In essence, it is difficult for one to claim an unfair competition violation in a market that he or she does not compete in.

156. Remarks by Richard Campagna, supra note 8.
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VI. United States Trade Laws Regarding Piracy
As previously noted, the existence of conventions and legislation in a
given country does not always grant swift and/or adequate remedies in
infringement actions. In response to pressure on the part of American
companies whose economic and property rights were being eroded by
video piracy and satellite transmission theft, legislation aimed at protecting these interests was recently signed into law by President Reagan.
These enactments are the U.S. Generalized System of Preferences Renewal Act, 157 the International Trade and Investment Act, 158 and the
Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act. 159 These laws provide the film
and television industries, as well as other intellectual property oriented
industries, with effective tools in combating video piracy and satellite
transmission theft worldwide and encourage other countries to make substantive and procedural improvements in their intellectual property laws.

A.

LAWS

U.S. Generalized System of Preferences Renewal Act of 1984 (GSP)The GSP grants beneficiary developing countries duty-free import privileges for their products exported into the United States. 160 The program,
as amended, ties these privileges to whether or not a country gives adequate and effective protection to intellectual property and has taken
action to reduce adverse trade policies and barriers. 16 1 Failure to meet
these criteria may be cause for the President to remove a country's dutyfree eligibility. Further, the President has the authority to limit benefits
on a product-by-product basis which would provide flexibility and leverage in assessing a country's willingness to provide protection. 162 Among
the top fifteen leading beneficiary countries which account for 87 percent
of the duty-free benefits are Mexico (2.2 percent) and Argentina (2.1
percent).1 63 Therefore, the loss or reduction of privileges would have a
serious economic effect on these beneficiaries whose combined GSP el164
igible duty-free exports amounted to over five billion dollars.

157. 19 U.S.C. § 2461, enacted October 1984.
158. 19 U.S.C. § 2411, enacted October 1984.
159. 19 U.S.C. § 2701, enacted August 5, 1983.
160. 19 U.S.C. § 2461 (Supp. 11 1984).
161. 19 U.S.C. § 2462, (5)(C) (6)(A) and (B) (1982 & Supp. 11 & Supp. 111 1985).
162. 19 U.S.C. § 2464 (a)(l) (Supp. 11 1984).

163. Letter from Sam A. Gibbons, Chairman of the House Sub-Committee on Trade to
Dan Rostenkowski, Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, September 18,
1984, at 4.
164. Id.
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The International Trade and Investment Act (ITIA)-The IT1A, as
amended, grants the President new authority to further reduce barriers
to United States exports and foreign investment. With respect to intellectual property the Act: requires the United States Trade representative
(USTR) to prepare and submit to Congress annual national trade estimates
on significant barriers to trade (including trade affected by intellectual
property protection or the lack thereof); 165 statutorily defines failure to
protect intellectual property as an unreasonable or unjustifiable act, policy
or practice (such finding can result in retaliatory trade action by the United
States against the foreign country); 166 specifies that retaliatory acts need
not be limited to the goods or services involved in the unfair act; 167 and
allows the USTR to initiate investigations leading to retaliatory action
and also to respond to individual Section 301 petitions. 16 8 Section 301
allows individuals or groups to petition the USTR to initiate investigations
of a country's activities against intellectual property. As a result, direct
pressure by film and television companies against the unwarranted acts
69
of foreign governments is possible.1
The CaribbeanBasin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA)-The CBERA,
enacted in August of 1983,170 was the first of the three trade laws described
to specifically incorporate intellectual property protection. 17' Modeled
after the GSP, it also grants duty-free privileges to nations of the Caribbean
Basin not included in the GSP. 172 Panama is a current beneficiary of this
Act.173 Designation as a beneficiary is conditioned on meeting both the
mandatory and discretionary criteria of the Act. A country shall not be
designated if it "has taken steps to repudiate or nullify any patent, trademark or other intellectual property of a United States citizen, corporation,
partnership or association." 174 Designation shall also not be granted if "a
government-owned entity in such country engages in the broadcast of

165. Section 181 of the Trade Act as amended. See Eric H. Smith, New Strategies to
Curb International Piracy and Counterfeiting: A Survey of the New Foreign Trade Legis-

lation, Memorandum prepared for the International Intellectual Property Alliance, February
12, 1985, at 20.
166. Trade Act of 1974, Sec. 302(c)(3) and (4), as amended, id.
167. Trade Act of 1974, Sec. 301 (a)(2), as amended, id. at 21.
168. Trade Act of 1974, Sec. 302(c), as amended, id.

169. The section, however, covers only cases of acts by a foreign government. Private
foreign acts are not subject to section 301. Further, the USTR's position regarding govern-

ment "inaction" as to acts against intellectual property is not clear. See Smith, supra note
165, at 28-29 including notes.
170. 19 U.S.C. § 2701 (Supp. 1 1983).

171. See Smith, supra note 165, at 30. This language is found in Section 2702 (b)(2)(B)(ii)
and (5) of the CBERA.
172. 19 U.S.C. § 2701 (Supp. 1 1983).
173. 19 U.S.C. § 2702 (b) (Supp. 1 1983).
174. 19 U.S.C. § 2702 (b)(2)(B)(ii) (Supp. 1 1983).
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copyrighted material belonging to United States copyright owners, without their express consent." 175 The discretionary aspects of the CBERA
allow the President, in designating beneficiary status, to assess a country's
efforts in providing "adequate and effective means" to protect intellectual
76
property and the unauthorized broadcasting of copyrighted material.1
As with the GSP, and perhaps even more so in the Caribbean region,
denial of duty-free privileges would cause economic injury to a violating
country.

B.

ASSESSMENT

Inasmuch as the remedies available through the GSP, the ITIA and the
CBERA are a product of discretionary action by the appropriate Federal
agency or the President, it is necessary for an interested party to exert
political pressure to achieve protection. 177 Therefore, film and television
companies, through their trade organizations, must aggressively protect
their interests in petitioning and lobbying efforts. 178
VII. Protection through Unified Action
None of the particular areas or remedies studied guarantees absolute

protection to a copyright owner from the pervasive effects of video piracy
and satellite transmission theft in Latin America. Further, recent advances
79
in technology will serve to increase the cancerous effect of such piracy. 1
It is necessary, therefore, to use all of the remedies available in a unified

and systematic fashion to achieve long-term results. This uniform program
involves the following:

175. 19 U.S.C. § 2702 (b)(5) (Supp. 1 1983).
176. 19 U.S.C. § 2702 (c)(9) and (10) (Supp. 1 1983).
177. Due to the discretionary aspects in context with overall foreign policy interests of
each of the three trade laws, determinations by either the President or the appropriate
Federal agency may not be in line with the needs of intellectual property owners.
178. In this respect, successful results in curbing piracy in Panama by the Motion Picture
Association of America and in the Dominican Republic by the Association of American
Publishers, are being achieved by the effects of the CBERA. See Smith, supra note 168,
at 6.
179. For example, the recent manufacturing of double-well (i.e., the ability to copy one
videocassette to another within one machine) VCRs by certain Japanese companies has
prompted such serious concern that a move to ban these machines from entering the United
States by way of legislation is contemplated. See BILLBOARD, May 4, 1985, at 4. Such a
ban, if it is to occur, will not affect the importation or manufacture of these machines in
the sampled countries. Recent innovations in satellite technology have also prompted concern. Satellites will soon be capable of transmitting over larger areas. As a result, satellite
transmission theft, once thought to be a regional problem, is capable of becoming a global
concern. See Report from the Committee on Foreign Relations, supra note 116, at 2.
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* Through the use of lobbying efforts, organizations of copyright owners
should, in concert, seek to reduce the effect of video piracy and satellite
transmission theft. Lobbying efforts would be aided by use of trade
legislation embodied in the GSP, ITIA, and CBERA. Lobbying efforts
should spread from Washington to Latin America itself.
* Organizations of copyright owners, through local counsel in Latin America, should seek the revision of laws to better protect copyrighted works
and to reform judicial procedures which hamper the achievement of
meaningful judgments in civil and penal actions.
* Copyright owners should strive to achieve legitimate markets in Latin
America. By doing so, an incentive is given to local governments and
the judiciary to protect the interests of foreign companies if local licensees are injured by piracy.180 Once such market presentation has been
attained, massive publicity of law suits and the correct mode of replacing
seized illegitimate property should be provided.
* Vigorous legal action should be instituted in a uniform fashion by organizations of copyright owners in Latin America against pirates. Piecemeal actions have been shown to be ineffective in deterring piracy. 18'
In the recent past, the above strategies have been used on an individual
basis with some degree of success. However, to make truly meaningful
strides against video piracy, satellite transmission theft and performance
violations, especially in the face of new and expanding technology, it is
submitted that a concerted strategy involving the four areas described is
necessary. It goes without saying that scrambling technologies for satellite
transmissions and self-erasing technologies for videocassettes should be
developed as a technological ally forjudicial and administrative anti-piracy
remedies. Surveillance technology, where appropriate, should be employed.
VIII. Conclusion
Video piracy, satellite transmission theft, and the violation of performance rights inherent in these offenses constitute a serious and pervasive
threat to the interests of the film, television and related industries. These

180. In Panama it is estimated that at least prior to 1985 in 95% of the cases, companies
and persons involved in video piracy and satellite transmission theft did so under the
perception that piracy was not illegal, rather than out of bad faith. This is partially due to
the lack of legitimate licensees and manufacturers in that country. See Garibaldi, supra note
120, at 15. With international attention focusing on Panama, this situation is changing
somewhat.
181. For example, a program to do such a "blitzkrieg" type of litigation is ongoing in
Venezuela. See supra section of this article on Venezuela. The approach has extended to
Colombia, Brazil and Mexico.
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offenses are especially acute in Latin America due to a combination of a
relative absence of legitimate markets, incompleteness of laws protecting
the intellectual properties of foreign concerns, limitations in existing treaties and conventions in the area of intellectual property protection, procedural difficulties in achieving meaningful civil and/or penal judgments,
and the public, governmental and judicial perception that video piracy
and satellite transmission theft is not "really" illegal. To effectively reduce
the growth of piracy, a number of initiatives are recommended.
" Use lobbying efforts and trade law legislation as a means of convincing
Latin American governments to reassess the degree of protection offered
to foreign intellectual property owners and to remove trade barriers;
" Seek the revision of existing laws in Latin American countries to better
protect intellectual property, reform judicial procedures which hamper
the achievement of meaningful judgments in civil and penal actions, and
educate the public, government agencies and the judiciary with respect
to the economical and cultural damage of piracy;
" Establish legitimate markets in Latin American countries to provide an
incentive to protect the proprietary interests of foreign intellectual property owners along with national owners; and
" Institute aggressive litigation campaigns (complete with publicity) against
pirates in a unified manner rather than in a piecemeal fashion. In this
way, video piraty and satellite transmission theft will be reduced and
provide a favorable climate for all copyright owners in Latin America.
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